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Introduction by the Chair 
 
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the second of the thematic sessions at the European 

Population Forum, 2004.  I am Steven Sinding, Director General of IPPF and have the 

privilege of Chairing this session.  

 

You may well ask why am I Chairing this session? What’s IPPF’s interest and experience in 

this particular area? Well, the most compelling part of the title of this session for me is 

“Enabling Choices” – something to which IPPF and so many of us here have long-aspired. 

For we know that choices go hand in hand with opportunities, empowerment and rights – 

whether collectively as a society or for an individual or couple. These are all basic human 

rights issues which every area of IPPF’s work on sexual and reproductive health issues needs 

and must take into account.  

 

In Europe today family life would be barely recognizable by our ancestors.  Diversity and 

postponement dominate the European context of parenting and childbearing, accompanied by 

low fertility. We face an evolving reality in terms of childbearing and family life which we 

have to address in terms of the implications for the community and the individual. With these 

changing patterns, have governments adapted appropriately to help create a child and family-

friendly society? How have countries reacted to the emerging trends of lowest low fertility, 

increasing childlessness and aging populations? And what role does civil society have to 

play?  

 

As the background paper for this session written by Francesco Billari shows clearly, there is a  

new complexity of life issues such as partnerships, marriages, second unions, postponed 

marriage, postponed childbearing. Underlying this is the age-old question, why and when do 

people decide to have or not to have children? What are the motivations, constraints, 

incentives and obstacles, and what policies can be helpful? 
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The other side of the coin, as seen in Anne Gauthier’s paper, is the concern of many 

governments about the increasingly low fertility rates in their countries and the different 

models and measures they have taken to support women and men on this issue. Indeed, 

including a discussion on low fertility countries at this Forum reflects the extent to which 

member states and the European community realise this as a serious problem.  

 
So, there are many questions raised on which I am sure our speakers will expand as they share  

their insights and expertise with us.  


